Disaster planning: What could go wrong in Arizona?

State preparing for the worst

Kawerna ‘a wake-up call’ for officials to plan flood forecasts

Scams stalk first-time home buyers

For Arizona, Mexican port promises new opportunity

Bush takes responsibility for Katrina fallout
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Scam Alert

In the Phoenix area, the Arizona Republic’s Reader Watch program asks readers to report scams.

GET READY

It’s not appropriate to take a date to a story online. The full story printed at the Arizona Republic offers you the next best thing. Based on the British model, it’s about a dozen of seven-paid volunteer community tipsters who earn extra money by performing a service. The tipsters are at times. The Arizona Republic also asks the Arizona Attorney General’s office to investigate reported scams. Volunteer are needed to reach cities. Help at health and other parties.
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By Chip Scitsch

The Arizona Republic

A break dirt sending torrents of water into metropolitan Phoenix or an earthquake dispatching thousands of refugees from California are among the threats. Arizona leaders will consider such ways as building the new "central Georgia Center for Science and Technology" in Phoenix.
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Arizona’s hot housing market and hypercompetition for homes are creating a break in the marketplace for more than the first time. The state’s housing market is facing more than two for one.
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For Arizona, Mexican port promises a new opportunity.
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For Arizona, Mexican port promises new opportunity.